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3. The Ouestion Paper comprises four sectionsl

Logical Reasoning (15 Questions), Mathematical Reasoning {20 Questions), Everyday Mathematics (10 Ouestions) and
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Each question in Achievers Section carries 3 marks, whereas all other questions carry one mark each.

4. All questions are compulsory, There is no negative marking. Use of calculator is not permitted.

5. There is only ONE correct answer. Choose only ONE option for an answer,

6. To mark your choice of answers by darkening the circles on the OtvlB Sheet, use HB Pencil or Blue / Black ball point p€n only. E.g.

0.'16: Rahul bought 4 kg 90 g of apples, 2 kg 60 g of grapes and 5 kg 300 g of mangoes. The total weight of all the fruits he bought
is

A. 11 .450 kg B. 11.000 kg C. 1 1.350 kg D. 11.250 kg

As the correct answer is option A, you must darken the circle corresponding to option A on the OlVlFl Sheet

7. Rough work should be done In the blank space provided rn the booklet.

8. Retum the OMB Sheel to the invigrlator at the end of the exam.
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A sheet of paper shown in the given figure which has

to be folded to form a box. Choose a box from the
options, that is similar to the box formed.

B

C D

5 Select the correct mirror image of the given figure

2. Find the missing number from the options, if same

rule is followed in all the three figures.

191

263

371

None of these

If 'A, @ B' means 'A is father of B', 'A + B' means
'A is son of B', 'A $ B' means 'A is daughter of B',
'A 0/o B' means 'A is mother of B' and 'A & B'means
'A is husband of B'.
Then, what should come in place of(?) to establish that

P is the mother-in-law of T in the given expression ?

P%Q+R@s(?)r
A. At
B. Either & or %
c.$
D.&

Minor

B

If all the digits in the given anangement are removed,
then how many such symbols are there which are

immediately preceded by a letter but not immediately
followed by a symbol?

L3 PA4%R5 @EJIS*F tU HC#9%
WI8KNTOW9AT
A. Two

B. Three

C. Four

D. None of these

Group the given figures into three classes on the basis
oftheir identical properties by using each figure only
once.

fl
(l) (])

VVY
(t)

fi
({)

()
(5) {61

A\-l
(1t ( lJ)

{Y

A. 1,2, 4; 3, 6, 8:, 5, '7, 9

B. l, 6,7;2, 4,9;3, 5.8
c. t, 6, 8., 2. 4,9, 3, 5, 7

D. 1,2,4;3,5,7; 6,8,9

If in a certain code language, 'COMPAIIBLE' is written
as 'CNOMEFKCHU', then how will 'EARTHQUAKE'
be,,vritten in the same language?

III
A. I and II
B. II, III and IV
C. I, II, III and IV
D. Only IV

III IV

DC

6

B

C

D

1

1 There is a certain relationship between figures ( l) and
(2). Establish a similar relationship between 6gures
(3) and ( ) by selecting a suitable figure from the
options which would replace the (?) in figure (4).

IJ

(r) (2\ (3) (4)
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A, RTBJFJRTYG

B. JRTYGFJBTR

C JRTYGRTBJF

D. EZLQTFJBRT

Find the number of triangles and squares formed in
the given figure respectively.

A. 27, 7

B. 29.5
c. 32,4
D. None of these

10. Select a figure from the options which satisfies the
same conditions of placement of the dots as in the
given figure.

lf it is possible to make a meaningful word with the

third, fifth, sixth, eighth and twetfth letters ofthe word

PERMUTATIONS (using each letter only once), then

which of the following will be the second letter of
that word? If no such word can be formed, give 'X'
as your answer and if more than one such word can

be formed, give'Y'as your answer

A.U
B.X
C.T

A. 315

B. 834

c. 2t3
D. 9t2

I
l3

D

Two positions of a dice are given below. Find the
number on lhe face opposite to the face having the
number 3.

14 Five senior citizens are tiving in a multi storied
building Mr Gupta lives in a flat above Mr Sharma.

Mr Patel lives in a flat below Mr Reddy. Mr Sharma

lives in a flat above Mr Reddy and Mr Verma liyes in
a flat below Mr Patel. Who lives in the topmost flat?

A. Mr Patel

B. Mr Reddy

C. Mr Cupta

D. Mr Verma

I5. Study the statements carefully.

. M S N means M is not smaller rhan N.

. M # N means M is neither smaller than nor
equal to N.

. M % N means M is not greater than N.

. M * N means M is neither greater than nor

equal to N.

. M @ N means M is neither greater than nor
smaller than N.

Assuming the following statements to be true, you

have to decide which of the following conclusions

is/are definitely true?

Statements : P % Q, Q * R, S $ R

Conclusions: L S$P
ll. P* s

nr.P@s
A. Only I and ll are true

B. Only It and III are true

C. All I. Il and III are true

D. None of these

li

t)C

ll

B.6
I
5

C

D

12. Iffirst and second digits ofeach ofthe given numbers
are interchanged and one is added to the thrrd digit
in each number, then which of the following number
will be the second number, when the new numbers
are arranged in ascending order?

3t5 2t3 768 834 9t2

J
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16. The equation ofthe plane through intersection ofplanes
r + 2y + 32 : 4 arrd. 2x i y - z = -5 and perpendicular
to the plane 5x + 3y + 6z + 8 : 0 is

A. 1x-2y+ 3z+81 :0
B. 23x + l4y - 92 + 48:0
C. 5lr+ lsy-502+ 173=0
D. None of these

17. Let zt and z, be complex numbers such that
z, + 2,,lz, : lz. . If z, has positive real part and z,

has negatlve imaginary pan, rhen t2 
^uy 

b"

A. Real and positive 
zt - 22

B. Real and negative

C. Pure imaginary

D. None of these

18. Solution of the differential equation

r=r+-fl+,t(*).+[#i. '
A. /=log"(r) + C

B. ),= (log"r)r + C

(log" x)2 +2C

to the herght is

22. The value ofr s

A. [),21

'Jt.l.,[;,]
[-1, 1] - {0}

None of these

23. The sixth term of an A.P is equal to 2. The value of
the common difference of the A.P which makes the
product ar4a45 least is given by

A.q
5

5B.:
4

2
C.

3

D. None of these

24. Two adjacent sides ofa parallelogram ABCD are givet
ay ae=zi +10;+1li andAD=-i +zj+zi ttte
side lD is rotated by an acute angle a in the plane
ofthe parallelogram so that lD becornes AD'.lf AD'
makes a right angle with the side,48, then cos cr :

",orr*, ln-"o,, [#)1.; ""

B

C

D

1

I

2

I

2

I

:lt5

B

C

D

C. l=t
D. xl=x'+C

19. Let p, q, r be three statements. Then - (p v (4 a r))
is equal to

A. (-pn-q)a(pn-r)
B. (pv-q)t(pv--r)
C. (pn-q)v(pn-r)
D. (1t v - q) w (- p r, - r)

20 ret 714=j4at6>01:

then e'Wx + a) - f(l + a)l:

,' 
,1,

(t +.1)

"' ,,
t+a

25. The graphs off(x\= xl andg(x) = 6,11 intersect at two
points. lfthe area ofthe region bounded between;(r)

and g(r) over the interval [0, l/c] is equal to 2. then
3'

B

C

D

ll
the value of - + -;, iscc'
A. 20

8.2
c.6
D. t2

8
g

.tE
9

1

t
,t=

9

I
0

J
2

J
l+.1

j
0

"'-" d,
(t+a)

21. A closed cylindrical can has to be made wirh l00m'of
tin. If its volume is maximum. the ratio of its radius
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26 lfP(n):2+4+6+...+2n,n e N, then
P(k) : k(k + t) + 2 - P(k + l) = (k+ t) (k + 2) + 2
for all /r e N. So, we can conclude that

P(n): n(n + l) + 2 for all

A. neN
B. n>l.ne N

C. n>2,neN
D. None of these

2'7 . lf the coemcient of rth, (r + l)'h and (r + 2)'h terms in
the expansion of (l + x)t4 are in A.P., then the value
of r. is

A. 5,9
B. 6,9
c. '7, 9

D. 2,3

28. Consider the system of equations in r, ,y, z as

xsin 30 /+z:0
rcos2e+4y+32=0
2x + 7t, +'lz:0
If this system has a non-trivial solution, then for
any integer r. values of 0 are given

31. There are 60 questions in a question paper. lf no two
students solve the same combination of questions but
solve equal number of questions, then the maximum
number of students who appeared in the examination,

C.

D.

0.2

0.8

ts

B

C

D

cr"
C,,

cro

None of these

32 The maximum value of z:2x + 3/ subject to
3x + 2y 1 ll, 4x 2 y, x < 3y, r, y ) 0 is

A.7
B. t4

c.9
D. 18

33. Consider the functionl R -+ (0, I l,/(-r) = sin(coI' -r),
then which of the following is/are correct?

A. fix) is an even function.

B. /(x) is an onto function.

C. Both A and B

D. None of these

ll

(-l)'n+-
3

(-l)'
4

(-l)'
6

J^

),,

),,

34. tf ]n =

k

k2 +k +l
,.2

k
,) _,

k2 +k+1

l:"
1,, _,

then f,

8

9

6

4

B

C

D

C

t) n'll

2

29. The equations of two sides ofa square whose area is

25 square units arc 3x - 4y:0 and 4x + 3y: 0. The
equations of the other two sides of the square are

A. 3x 4yt25=0,4x+3y!25:0
B. 3x - 4y t25 = 0,4x + 3l t 5:0
C. 3x - 4y t 5:0,4r + 3y!25:0
D. None of these

30. A number is selected at random from the first twenty-
five natural numbers. If it is a composite number,
then it is divided by 5. But if it rs not a composite
number, iI is divided by 2. The probability that there
will be no remainder in the division is

0.1

0.4

(.*-'d.,') t#ll5 -l+ cos dr, (x > 0)

A. ,tan 
l* 

. orr-t , * 6,

B

"t"n 

l'112a-l 
v;2 ^

-+L

2

,t*-' ' (.""-t .,[ * 12 
)2 

* c

, 

-. 
'2

etaD-'' 
lcosec-r 

(Jr+l )J +c

- 
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36. In a city no persons have identical set of teeth and
there is no person without a tooth. Also no person

has more than 32 teeth. If we disregard the shape and

size of tooth and consider only the positioning of the

teeth, then the maximum population of the city is

A. 2t'

B. 2t'- l
c. 2t'-2
D. 2!2 3

37. The cost of an apple is twice as that of a banana and

the cost of a batana is 25%o less than that of a guava.

If the cost of each type of fruit is increased by l0%,
then the oZ change in the cost of 4 bananas, 2 apples

and 3 guavas is

A. l0o% decrease

B. 10%o increase

C. 120% decrease

D. l2%o icrease

38. Two vertical lamp-posts of equal height stands on

either side of a road 50 m wide. At a point P on the
road between them, the elevation of the tops of the
lamp-posts are 60o and 30'. Find the distance ofP
from the lamp post which makes angle of 60".

A. 25m
B. 12 5 rn

C. 16.5 m

D. 20.5 m

39. Three athletes l, I and C participate in a race. Both
A aod B have the same probability of winning the

race and each is twice as likely to win as C. The
probability that B or C wins the race is

None of thcsc

40. The number oforanges in three baskets are in the ratio
of 3 : 4 : 5. In which ratio the number of oranges in
first two baskets must be increased so that the new
ratiobecomes5 4:3?

41. A boat takes 6 hours to travel from place M to N
downskeam and back from Iy' to M upstream. If the
speed of the boat in still water is 4 km/hr, what is
the distance between the two places?

A. 8km
B. 12 km

C. 6km
D. Data inadequate

42. Vijay and Vinay are working on an assignment, Vijay
takes 6 hours to type 45 pages on a computer, while
Vinay takes 4 hours to type 42 pages. How much
time will they take, working logether on two different
computers to type an assignment of 144 pages?

A. t hours

B, 7 hours

C. 8 hours

D. 8 ] hou.,
2

43. There is 60olo increase in an amount in 6 years at
simple interesr. What will be the compound interest
on ? 12000 after 3 years at the same rate of interest?

B

C

D

B

C

D

{ 2160

< 3972
( 3120

< 6240

44. A andB are partners in a business. A contributes l
4

of the capital lbr 15 months and B reduced to I of
3

the profit. Find for how long B's money was used?

?
3

1
5

3

i

B.

C.

D.

l0 months

12 months

8 months

6 months

B

C,

D.

l:3
2:l
3:4
2:3

45. There are 8 pipes attached with a tank out ofwhich some

are inlets and some are outlets. Every inlet pipe can fill
the tank in l2 hours and every outlet pipe can empty
the tank in l6 hours. When all the pipes are working

logether. the rank is filled rp in 4 
4 

hours. Ifpair

(a, b) denotes the number of inlets and outlets pipe
respectively then which of the following is correct
option?

A. (6,2\
B. (4.4)
c. (5,3)
D. (3, 5)
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46- Read the statements carefully and select the correct
optlon.

Stat€ment-I : If Z and b- are non-collinear yectors.

then points having position vectors .tri + th -.r2d - y2b

and. 46+yb are collinear if
it 12 -r3

Ill
=0

Statement-lI : Three points with position vectors

d,6,d Ts collinear iff there exist scalars.r:. J,,, z not
all zero such that xa+ y6+zi =0,wherex+ y+z:0

C. (i) -+ G); (ii) J (p); (iii) -+ (q)

D. (i) -+ (p); (ii) + (0; (iii) -+ (q)

49. Read thc given statements carefully and statc 'T'for
truc and 'F'for false.

(D IfAr= theD

is equat to 3(l)?

tll
abc
aDc

a2 -

bc al

*ul
ab cl

A, +Ar:o

(ii) lf o is an imaginary cube root of unity, then the

B

C

D

Both Statement-l and Statement-II are true.

Statement-T is true but Statement-Il is false.

Statement-l is false but Statement-l[ is true.

Both Statement-l and Statement-II are false

l+o a2 -o)

l+<,r2 o -to2

ro2+o o -o2

value of

47. Answer the following questions.

(t) Find the area of rhe region bounded by the
cuwe _v = -x(4 - -r), the r-axis and the lines r : 0,

x=5.
(ii) Find the area of the region bounded by -v 

: xr and

):lx.
(D (ii)

A. 25 sq. units

B. 13 sq. units sq. unlts

l8 sq. units sq. unlts

l2 sq. units

48. Match the following and select the correct option.

Column-l Column-Il

3

1

I
3

2

l
l
3

C

D

(i) The set of all points where (P)

/(x) = i/x'lrl isdifferenriable
is

continuous at .r : 0. then rrl €

(iii) 1-s6l(a; = max{x,;rr},;r e R.

The set of points where /(r) is

not differentiable is

50. Fill in the blanks and select the correct option.

(D The angle between the lines whose direction
numbers are <1, 2, 2> and <3, 2, {> is _.

(ii) The values of p and q for which the line joining
points (3,2,5) and (p, 5, 0) be parallel to the line
joining points (1, 3, q) and (6, 4, - l) are

and respectively.

(iii) The direction cosines of line passing through two
points (-2, 4, -5) and (1, 2, 3) arc _.

(i) (ii) (iii)

,(4\ -^3 2 -3 8A. sin I J ,0.+ .fr.fr.fr,

(D

A.T
B.T
C,T
D.F

(iii)(ii)

T

F

T

F

T

T

F

T

sq. units

sq. unlts

(ii) rrl(x)=lx ""(i)''*0,, to,

[0. x=o

(0, -)

{-1,q 1}

(r) (:, o) u
(0, -)

A. (i) -+ (r); (ii) --; (q); (iii) --+ (p)

B. (i) -+ (q); (ii) -+ (p); (iii) -+ (r)

B. ,_-,(;) ,r.1

c. *'-'(;) ,r,:

D *"'(;i) ,6i

<t -7 R>

328
- Jn' Jn'hj'

<3, 1, 8>

- 
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(iii) The value of determinant

I cosn -sin a lltt
I sina cos(r ll is independent ofP.

lcos(0+B) -sin(a+p) ll
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